Switching on
to the Energy
Transition

Renewable energy
opportunities in
Latin America

Introduction
The global power market is transitioning from hydrocarbons to
sustainable power resources and, in the year of COP26, Latin America
represents some of the most attractive renewable energy markets in the
world (as ranked by EY in their RECAI report from November 2020).
There are many opportunities in both greenfield projects and the
secondary market, which require global funding and local support.
Eversheds Sutherland, with our deep market knowledge and in
conjunction with our relationship firms across Latin America, have
compiled our bi-annual table comparing the key elements that
international developers and investors should consider to understand
the opportunities available in key Latin American countries. If you would
like to discuss further, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us.
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Interactive map of Latin America
Chile
Renewables target (as % of
electricity generated)

Local content

Government incentives

Upcoming tenders

– 20% by 2025
– 70% by 2050

– no local content requirements

– renewable portfolio standard (RPS),
– in November 2020 a
with generation companies penalised
new regulation came
if renewable energy quotas are not
into force amending the
met
stabilized regime for
small, distributed power
– carbon tax on emissions from power
projects establishing
plants of 50MW or more (except
certain grandfathering
biomass)
rules
– streamlined regulations for small
distributed power projects based on
renewable energy technologies (up
to 9MW), such as access to stabilized
prices, permanent dispatching and
toll payment exemptions
– Chilean Sustainability Project
Management Office (GPS) created to
make project approval process more
efficient
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Contacts:

Stephen Hill
Partner – M&A

Jubilee Easo
Partner – M&A

Mark Dennison
Partner – Project Finance

T: +44 20 7919 0611
M: +44 79 3908 2871
stephenhill@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +44 20 7919 0890
M: +44 73 9325 4327
jubileeeaso@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +44 20 7919 0919
M: +44 739 325 4400
markdennison@eversheds-sutherland.com

Thomas Warren
Partner – M&A

Margarita Hernando
Of Counsel

T: +1 40 4853 8548
M: +1 40 4309 2213
thomaswarren@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +34 91 4294 333
M: +34 65 9775 953
mhernando@eversheds-sutherland.es

Madeleine Tan
Partner – Finance
T: +1 21 2389 5006
madeleinetan@eversheds-sutherland.com
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